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Abstract

A top-down hierarchical system based on deep neural networks is investigated for the modeling of prosody in speech synthesis. Suprasegmental features are processed separately from segmental features and a compact distributed representation of high-level units is learned at syllable-level. The suprasegmental representation is then integrated into a frame-level network. Objective measures show that balancing segmental and suprasegmental features can be useful for the frame-level network. Additional features incorporated into the hierarchical system are then tested. At the syllable-level, a bag-of-phones representation is proposed and, at the word-level, embeddings learned from text sources are used. It is shown that the hierarchical system is able to leverage new features at higher-levels more efficiently than a system which exploits them directly at the frame-level. A perceptual evaluation of the proposed systems is conducted and followed by a discussion of the results.
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1. Introduction

Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) has seen improvements over recent years, especially in terms of intelligibility [1]. Synthetic speech is often clear and understandable, but it can also be bland and monotonous. Therefore, proper modeling and generation of natural speech prosody is still considered to be a largely unsolved problem [2]. This is relevant especially in the context of expressive audiobook or conversational speech synthesis, where speech is expected to be fluid and captivating.

A clear understanding of prosody is essential for achieving good prediction at synthesis time. In general, prosody can be seen as a layer that lies on top of the segmental sequence. Listeners can perceive the same melody or rhythm in different utterances, and the same segmental sequence can be uttered with a different prosodic layer to convey a different message. For this reason, prosody is commonly accepted to be inherently suprasegmental [2, 3, 4]. It is governed by longer units within the utterance (for example, at syllable, word, or phrase levels), and beyond the utterance, at discourse-level [3].

However, common techniques for the modeling of speech prosody – and speech in general – operate mainly on very short intervals, either at the state or frame level, in both hidden Markov model (HMM) [5] and deep neural network (DNN) [6] based speech synthesis. Although speech parameter generation algorithms ensure smooth speech-like trajectories, each prediction prior to this is performed independently for each short-term unit, without access to the longer-term acoustic context.

In an attempt to leverage the suprasegmental properties of prosody for speech synthesis, earlier work has focused either on modeling, or on the input and output features used. In terms of modeling, multi-level approaches have been proposed for HMM-based systems [7, 8]. In the case of DNN-based systems, recent work [9], hierarchical [10], or mixed [11] approaches have claimed to capture the long-term dependencies of speech. Recent work has also directed its attention to the output features, proposing acoustic representations that are able to capture longer-term information using various wavelet-based decomposition strategies on the f0 signal [12, 13].

On the input side, it has been shown that prosodic contexts are very poorly understood. Recent work revealed that, in HMM-based synthesis, features above the syllable-level do not improve the naturalness of synthetic speech [14]. In an effort to acquire a better understanding of linguistic contexts, continuous representations of input features have been explored, either at segmental [15, 16] or word-levels [17, 18], with various degrees of success. In fact, it was observed that systems focusing on the linguistic features have been shown to be less effective in terms of improvements of synthetic speech [1].

This investigation adds to the work exploring input features for prosody modeling in text-to-speech synthesis, specifically focusing on continuous representations of suprasegmental contexts. Two main contributions are made: (1) a top-down hierarchical model that can leverage suprasegmental information and represent it compactly at syllable-level; (2) an investigation of this architecture with a bag-of-phones representation at syllable-level and word embeddings learned from a large text database with the skip-gram model [19, 20].

Section 2 introduces the basic and proposed DNN systems, while section 3 describes the expressive database used. In section 4, we investigate the size of the embedding layer and in section 5 the new suprasegmental features. In section 6, we conduct a subjective evaluation of the systems. We conclude with a discussion of the results.

2. DNN-based speech synthesis

2.1. Basic DNN

The basic deep neural network is a simple feedforward multilayer perceptron. We use a configuration similar to the baseline system described in [16]. A network with 6 hidden layers is used, each layer consisting of 1024 nodes. We set tanh as the activation function in the hidden layers and we use a linear output layer. During training, we use a mini-batch size of 256 and we set the maximum number of iterations to 25.

As output features, we use log-f0, 60-dimensional mel cepstral coefficients (MCCs), and 25 band aperiodicities (BAPs) at 5 ms intervals, with their respective delta and delta-deltas. Log-f0
is linearly interpolated and a binary voiced/unvoiced decision is added to the acoustic feature vector. The complete acoustic feature vector consists of 259 dimensions, which are normalized to zero mean and unit variance.

For these experiments, we use natural duration, which is inferred from the force-alignment given by a pre-trained 5-state left-to-right HMM. As input features, we use the same set of 592 binary questions defined at phone, syllable, and word levels used in [16] plus 2 features defined at state and frame-level. These features are normalized to the range [0.01, 0.99] and, for the basic DNN, segmental and suprasegmental features are concatenated and used as input to the network.

2.2. Hierarchical DNN

Figure 1 illustrates the top-down hierarchical deep neural network. A subset of the above-mentioned 592 binary features which are defined at syllable and word-level (and are here termed suprasegmental features) are separated from segmental (phone-level) features. An initial network inputs these features and maps them to acoustic parameters defined at syllable-level. For the current experiments, the acoustic features predicted for each syllable consist of a 259-dimensional vector obtained by averaging the frame-level features over the entire syllable.

The network is set to be a 6 hidden layer triangular network. The lower layers begin with 1024 nodes and this is halved in the next layer such that the top hidden layer reaches the desired dimensionality. Further intuition is detailed in section 4. The syllable network uses the \( \tanh \) activation function in the hidden layers and a linear output layer. Mini-batch size is set to 16 and the maximum number of iterations is set to 25.

After the suprasegmental network is trained, the hidden representation of the bottleneck layer is concatenated with the segmental feature vector. The frame-level network is then trained as described in the previous section.

3. Database

We use expressive audiobook data to conduct these experiments. This type of data is desirable for this type of analysis as the narrator typically records entire chapters sequentially. Higher-level prosodic effects are thus captured in the recorded speech, which allow us to explore suprasegmental effects within the sentence and in the overall discourse. For this work, we have focused on the freely available audiobook \( \text{A Tramp Abroad} \), available from Librivox\(^1\). The data has been pre-processed according to [21] and [22]. The hand-selected narrated speech described in [22] was used, thus setting aside noisy direct speech data. A training, development, and test set of 4500, 300, and 100 utterances, respectively, was set for the experiments described in this work. A further heldout set of 50 utterances was used for the subjective evaluation described in section 6.

4. Embedding size

In this set of experiments, we observe the effect of bottleneck layer size on objective measures. The main motivation for these experiments, and for the proposed framework, is the hypothesis that repeatedly adding high-dimensional features to a frame-level network might reduce the impact of suprasegmental effects. The frame-level network might depend too much on short-term variations and ignore the larger high-dimensional features. We hypothesize that a good balance between segmental and suprasegmental features will return the best results.

We use the framework illustrated in Figure 1, where we replace the suprasegmental features with the learned hidden representations. All experiments use the syllable mean for the acoustic features and the top layer as bottleneck layer. Bottleneck size is varied in powers of 2, from 32 to 512. All syllable-level systems are triangular networks with 6 hidden layers. The lower layer has 1024 nodes and we either maintain that size or we reduce it in half until we reach the desired dimensionality in the top hidden layer. As an example, the triangular network for a bottleneck layer of size 256 has the following structure, in terms of layer size: (1024, 1024, 1024, 1024, 512, 256).

Figure 2 shows layer size effect on mel-cepstral distortion (MCD), log-\( f_0 \) RMSE and correlation. All systems using hidden representations outperform the baseline, with the best results occurring with a dimensionality of 256. These results appear to support our hypothesis, as the segmental features use a vector of 350 dimensions. A vector of 256 dimensions for suprasegmental features balances the two types of features and allows the best prediction for all acoustic parameters.

5. Syllable and word-level features

5.1. Syllable bag-of-phones

In this and the following section, we investigate the addition of new features to the frame-level and hierarchical networks. The hypothesis is that the hierarchical network will be able to leverage the information given by the new features, while the frame-level network will depend mostly on segmental features and ignore the new high-dimensional representations.

We therefore propose a bag-of-phones representation for syllables, which is essentially an \( n \)-hot encoding. We use 3 bags of phones, each defined for the onset, nucleus, and coda, and containing phone identity and articulatory features. Tak-

---

\(^{1}\)https://librivox.org
Table 1: Objective results for word embedding systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>MCD</th>
<th>BAP</th>
<th>F0-RMSE</th>
<th>F0-CORR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frame</td>
<td>4.5967</td>
<td>2.1979</td>
<td>28.0544</td>
<td>.4491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frame-w100</td>
<td>4.5981</td>
<td>2.2041</td>
<td>28.0484</td>
<td>.4482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syl-BoP</td>
<td>4.5573</td>
<td>2.1763</td>
<td>27.0955</td>
<td>.4774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syl-BoP-w100</td>
<td>4.5552</td>
<td>2.1777</td>
<td>27.0865</td>
<td>.4635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syl-BoP-w300</td>
<td>4.5652</td>
<td>2.1782</td>
<td>26.8500</td>
<td>.4795</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Subjective evaluation

A listening test was conducted on selected systems described in previous sections. System syl pre-processes suprasegmental features separately with bag-of-phones and uses a bottleneck layer with 256 nodes. System syl-w300 is similar to syl, but it adds 300-dimensional word embedding representations to the input of the syllable-level network. The baseline system processes suprasegmental features directly. From a held-out set, 50 test utterances were synthesized from the parameters predicted by the baseline network. 16 native speakers judged randomized utterance pairs for the two conditions in a preference test. Each pair was judged 8 times and each condition received a total of 400 judgements. Results are shown in Table 2. Percentages indicate the overall preference for a hierarchical system over the baseline. Aggregated results for all listeners do not show a preference for either system which is significant with α = 0.05 under a binomial test with an expected 50% split.

This is surprising, as listening to the synthesized waveforms informally showed clear differences between systems. Individual participant results indicate that some listeners prefer the hierarchical systems (2, 6, 10, 14) and others prefer the baseline system (7, 11), while some participants do not have a clear preference (1, 12).
7. Discussion

The results observed in the listening tests were surprising. Objective measurements for the two proposed systems showed statistically significant improvements over the baseline. Clear differences were also perceived when listening to the synthesized speech samples informally.\(^1\) The subjective evaluation, however, showed no overall significant preference, although some participants clearly prefer the proposed method.

In order to understand what listeners are responding to when submitting their judgements, we compare their preferences and the differences between the two systems in terms of objective measures. We compare the baseline and syl systems. Correlating objective measures with perceptual scores, we observe that there is no significant correlation in terms of mel-cepstral distortion ($r=-0.0075$, $n=50$, ns) and band-aperiodicity distortion ($r=-0.174$, $n=50$, ns). However, we do observe a significant correlation in terms of $f0$ mse ($r=-0.355$, $n=50$, $p<.01$) and $f0$ correlation ($r=0.323$, $n=50$, $p<.05$). These results show that listeners are judging the utterances in terms of the $f0$ signal. This is reassuring, as when learning representations of suprasegmental context, we are essentially focusing on a better understanding of prosody. The proposed systems, therefore, do modify the $f0$ signal in a way that affects listeners’ preferences.

For a better insight into how the syllable-level DNN manipulates the suprasegmental features, we visualize the hidden representations learned by the network. For this task, we use t-SNE [23], an efficient technique for dimensionality reduction. We randomly sample 1500 syllable embeddings from the syl system. These are then reduced with t-SNE to a two dimensions. The results are plotted in Figure 4. In the figure, two sections are enlarged for clarity. Colors are assigned according to syllable nucleus. We observe that some syllables, which could potentially be different, are closer in the embedding space. This is the case, for example, for $T_{j,i}$ and $T_{j,u}$. The onset of the syllable seems to be the main similarity between the two samples. On the left-hand section, it appears to be the nucleus and coda the main point of similarity for $i_N$ and $n_JN$.

The syllable-level network can be thought of as a feature extractor for suprasegmental features. Appending new representations of context to a frame-level feature vector could introduce more noise than useful information. This could be the reason why we failed to observe improvements when adding word embeddings to the frame-level network. But pre-processing such features separately, we can learn useful and compact representations of suprasegmental context for frame-level prediction. The syl system achieves good accuracy when computing objective measures on the syllable-level parameters (MCD: 4.699, BAP: 1.252, $F0$-RMSE: 26.717). Although we failed to observe an overall significant preference for the proposed systems, the hierarchical systems are still capable of learning meaningful embeddings of suprasegmental features.

In [10], parallel and cascaded networks are proposed to model $f0$ components separately. The top-down hierarchical system described in figure 1 can be thought of as a cascaded network. Future work could explore a parallel integration of segmental and suprasegmental features, rather than a cascaded integration. Similarly, extending this investigation to recurrent systems might be useful.

8. Conclusions

We have investigated a hierarchical top-down system for DNN-based speech synthesis. We observed the best results when using a good balance between segmental and suprasegmental features. A bag-of-phones representation for syllables was proposed, which was tested with word embeddings as additional features in the hierarchical model. When evaluating the hierarchical systems, participants mostly reacted to the $f0$ signal, which suggests that we learn representations that could help us predict and control prosodic variations.
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\(^1\)Speech samples can be found in: http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s1250520/samples/interspeech16.html
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